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A LITTLE BACKGROUND AND HISTORY

The first fully motorised, fully retractable pergola roof was patented by Italian brothers Raphael and Alberto Corradi in 1998 in Italy, which had a huge 
impact on the outdoor sun-control industry in that country and eventually all over Europe.  Since then the original company and the pergola roof has seen 
many new developments as other important players entered, and designed their own versions of the retractable roof - some better, and some not so good. 

The idea of a retractable roof nevertheless remains a brilliant one. It is an 
extremely functional concept, allowing the owner to let the sun into adjacent 
rooms in winter, and cooling both the covered area and adjacent rooms in 
summer when temperatures climb to uncomfortable levels. With other 
complimenting options such as side enclosures becoming available, it is also 
possible to protect the micro-environment under the pergola from the wind, 
while opening the roof and enjoying the sunshine.

There are now many variations of retractable pergolas available on the market 
and choosing the right structure could actually be quite a daunting task. With 
the technological revolution in the European Outdoor sector, many more 
configurations and options have become available. 

Today we have inclined roofs, flat roofs, curved roofs, bowed roofs and a host 
of other developments from some very creative people in Europe. So in this 
booklet, the Genie will attempt to clear the muddy waters a bit for the 
ordinary person, who is not in the industry.  He will describe the differences 
and the pro’s and con’s of all these structures without overwhelming you with 
super technical details.
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SOME REALLY GOOD ADVICE
It is necessary that the potential buyer arms him/herself with enough information to make the right choice, or that he/she at least consults with a  
qualified, knowledgeable consultant who can offer the correct guidance. Unfortunately, there are not many such people available in South Africa, or in 
most countries in the Sub-Saharan region, as very few people in the awning industry here has dealt with these types of structures for a significant 
length of time.

The Genie’s dealers have all received training in Europe and from the Genie, and hence are in a much better position to offer guidance and advice. In 
addition, the Genie is also always on standby, to suddenly appear when they start rubbing their magic lamps (they are really called smartphones, but 
don’t tell anybody...). Then of course, the Genie has his own very substantial back-up in Europe, which of course includes the same people who 
actually designed these systems.

TYPES OF RETRACTABLE PERGOLAS
Although there are now more versions, the original structure always had an inclined roof.  It did however soon become apparent that there is also a 
need for a retractable system where the overhead beams that actually held the canvass in place were perfectly horizontal. – in other words, with a 0°
inclination. In the industry this is known as a Flat Pergola. The challenge however was how to cope with the water when it rained. 

The solution was simply to use extra canvass, so that even when the  roof was fully extended, the canvass would hang in slack loops. Instead of the 
water now flowing from the higher back to lower front end, it would now flow toward the sides of the pergola. Now although  this was not a bad idea 
at all, it did have some drawbacks. 

For a start, it would cost more to produce, as one needs substantially more canvass to make up the loops. Then there is the fact that the water would 
run down at a much slower pace, and with the water hanging around longer, and more water would be heavier, requiring a stronger support system 
to hold the canvass in place to ensure that no damage is caused in heavy rain storms. 
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TYPES OF RETRACTABLE PERGOLAS
Although there are now more versions, the original structure always had an inclined roof.  It did however soon become apparent that there is also a 
need for a retractable system where the overhead beams that actually held the canvass in place were perfectly horizontal. – in other words, with a 0°
inclination. The challenge however was how to cope with the water when it rained. 

The solution was simply to use extra canvass, so that even when the  roof was fully extended, the canvass would hang in slack loops. Instead of the 
water now flowing from the higher back to lower front end, it would now flow toward the sides of the pergola.

INCLINED/TILTED ROOF FLAT ROOF
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TYPES OF RETRACTABLE PERGOLAS

These challenges would be easily overcome, but they are not the only ones. There is also the question of wind. Because the canvass is not stretched 
taut, the wind would have a profound effect. In the worst case scenario, one could have a heavy bout of rain, accompanied by severe wind, which 
would invert the loops in the canvass, causing the drainage ends to deposit large amounts of water in erratic bursts. This is not a problem if you only 
need sun protection and minimal rain protection, but obviously will not do if you wish your Outdoor Space to remain habitable, even in fairly heavy 
weather or worse.

There are other solutions that alleviate the challenges resulting from the combination of flat pergolas and heavy rains, but they inevitable result in 
increased costs. There are times when there is no other choice than to use a flat pergola. It may for instance be that the available height at the back is 
insufficient to allow on to attach the structure high enough to ensure that there is still sufficient height at the front, or it may be that the existing 
architecture is such that an inclined roof would just look plain silly. That is when it becomes necessary to look at other Flat alternatives. These include 
the bowed roof structure, the taut canvass with spacers, or a Bioclimatic pergola, so don’t despair – there is a solution that will work, as long as you 
ensure that you know how the structure will behave in different conditions.

FLAT PERGOLA WITH TRAPEZOIDAL CANVASS BIOCLIMATIC PERGOLA
FLAT CANTILEVER PERGOLA WITH 

BOWED ROOF
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TYPES OF RETRACTABLE PERGOLAS

On the previous page you will have noticed a Bioclimatic pergola as an example of a flat structure. We will not deal further with Bioclimatic pergolas 
here as our focus is strictly on retractable roofs, but feel free to request the brochure that specifically deals with Bioclimatic Pergolas.

Another type of retractable roof is the curved variation. For these pergolas, the horizontal beams or runners/guides are curved, to give the entire 
structure a completely different look. The curve can extend only halfway, or all the way, as is illustrated in the images below.

HALF CURVE PERGOLA FULL CURVE PERGOLA
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VARIATIONS IN THE SUPPORT STRUCTURE

In addition to the different configurations of the actual retractable roofs, there are also variations in the actual support structure (the part that 
supports the roof). These variations are adapted to ensure that these roofs can be utilised in a variety of designs to suit different needs. There 5 
basic variants as can be seen below.

WALL MOUNTED CANTILEVER WALL TO WALL

SELF STANDING BACK TO BACK SELF STANDING
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THE CANVASS

When you hear the word ‘canvass’, please do not think about the same stuff they used to make army tents with. Understand first of all that in 
European ‘awning-speak’ (the language of those in the industry) ‘canvass’ is a generic term for the material used on these structures. 

As far as the actual material is concerned, the preferred version consists of three layers of a specially developed, reinforced PVC fabric. Usually the 
outer layers would be coloured or white (to cater for different tastes), with the inner layer being black, and acting as a block-out. This material has a 
slight rubbery feel to the touch and is extremely tough. Clever chemists and technical gurus have spent a lot of time and effort to make this stuff 
flexible, durable, sun-resistant, stain resistant and mould resistant – in other words, ideal for this application. 

Ordinary PVC canvass can also be used, but will obviously not have the 
lifespan of the more specialised version. There are other fabrics that have 
also been developed for these structures, as well as tensile structures, 
that will work well, and it is even possible to use opaque fabrics, 
perforated fabric and others that will allow light in, but the Genie usually 
advises against such options as they start looking really ugly (from the 
underside) once the birds have used them for target practice, or leaves, 
dust and other debris starts accumulating on top.

Acrylic fabrics are also an option, but again, not the best option in the 
opinion of the Genie, despite the fact that Acrylic fabrics are tremendously 
tough and resilient. They do tend to be somewhat more difficult to clean, 
and seem to be somewhat more prone to staining.
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THE CANVASS

Acrylic fabrics are also an option, but again, not the best option in the opinion of the Genie, despite the fact that Acrylic fabrics are tremendously 
tough and resilient. They do tend to be somewhat more difficult to clean, and seem to be somewhat more prone to staining.

Although some fabrics are designed purely for the purpose of 
sun control, and although they may be very resilient against 
the natural elements, they will not necessarily retain their 
good looks for long. 

Rather choose a fabric recommended by the manufacturer, 
or a person qualified to do so. It is better pay a little bit more 
at the offset, than having to face the cost of paying a second 
time for the more suitable solution. 
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ARE RETRACTABLE CANVASS ROOFS WATERPROOF?

The honest truth? – For the most part, the answer is a resounding ‘Yes’
BUT... and there certainly is a ‘but’- one needs to understand first of all,
that these roofs cannot be expected to compete with standard fixed 
roofs under absolutely any and all conditions. 

For a start, concrete, sheet metal (galvanised or aluminium alloy), tiles 
and other types of fixed roofs do not have moving parts where water 
can creep in. These standard fixed roofs are usually sealed with some 
sort of waterproofing substance such as bitumen or silicone. Canvass 
cannot be expected to compete on equal terms against conventional 
roofing materials. 

That said, it doesn’t mean that these roofs do not get really close to 
being absolutely waterproof. Technology developed in the industry 
has seen to that. Most manufacturers make use of special latex/soft 
rubber profiles to achieve excellent results. Remember that even when
Stretched taut, the canvass remains flexible, and this poses a challenge,
especially when facing wind-driven rain. The image on the right 
illustrates the very successful system used by SAHARA for their Dakhla 
range of pergolas. 

Note that there is a soft, flexible rubber profile fitted to the side of the runner that fits snugly on top of the taut, extended canvass once the 
roof is closed. This profile is designed to flex with the canvass, remaining in tact, and preventing water from flowing past it, and over the 
edge of the canvass. 
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ARE RETRACTABLE CANVASS ROOFS WATERPROOF?

The water is therefore prevented from flowing further in that direction, and is directed away, with gravity doing the rest, which causes the 
water to flow towards the waiting gutter, which will in turn direct it toward the pillars which double as downpipes. The worst case scenario 
would therefore be that a few drops may find their way past the system, and  to the space below, but this would only be along the outer 
perimeter, as the canvass itself is waterproof. Usually this would only happen in pretty extreme conditions, and for the most part by far, the 
space underneath the pergola would remain dry.

One occurrence that can sometimes deposit 
water drops on the inside underneath the 
canvass is where, in humid conditions, the 
canvass is cooled substantially by rain, causing
moisture inside the structure to condensate, 
and form drops on the underside of the 
canvass. Again, not really a serious matter, but
nevertheless worth mentioning. 

In view of the information above, one can see 
that there is no direct answer as to whether 
pergolas with retractable roofs are waterproof.

It really depends on a number of variables, and
a realistic acceptance of the fact that fabric can 
never compete with traditional fixed roofs 
irrespective of how intense ambient conditions 
may be.
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A FINAL WORD

Hopefully the information in this brochure has been of some value to the reader, and provided some handy information to enable you to make a 
quality decision knowing exactly what your options are, and which of those options will suit your specific needs. With so many variable options 
available the possibilities are almost endless, and ensuring a well-considered, successful final result may be quite a daunting task. 

Fortunately,  you are empowered by some of the information available from the Genie and his collaborating dealers, to enable you to make the best 
possible decision. You are therefore also encouraged to do your research independently on the web, list your questions, and contact us for a 
friendly, no-obligations chat about your Outdoor Living Space. We promise honest, upfront advice without any pressure as it has been our 
experience that our clients are much more inclined to choose us with confidence as the right people for the job, when they have had the 
opportunity to weigh their options thoroughly and carefully.

We would in fact rather lose the project, than give poor advice, or leave important information under the proverbial blanket because it could cost us 
the sale. That way we increase our chances (yours and ours) of a successful, happy outcome, and a satisfying long term relationship that will see you 
referring friends and family to come knocking on our door, knowing that they can do so with confidence and the assurance that their best interests 
will be served.

We wish you every success, and many happy memories in your beautiful new Outdoor Living Space.

PHONE: +2781 541 2682
MAIL: hello@outdoorgenie.co.za
WEB: www.outdoorgenie.co.za

mailto:hello@outdoorgenie.co.za
http://www.outdoorgenie.co.za/
https://www.facebook.com/OutdoorGenieSA
https://www.cylex.net.za/company/the-outdoor-genie-23697534.html
https://www.homify.co.za/professionals/4517745/outdoor-genie/ideabooks
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDmrI9j-Ws6jVaKjXj5g8iw/playlists
https://www.houzz.com/pro/webuser-815149456/outdoor-genie

